Abstract-The open problem recalled by Klement in the Linz2000 closing session, related to distributivity and conditional distributivity of a uninorm and a continuous -conorm, is solved for the most usual known classes of uninorms. From the obtained results, it is deduced that distributivity and conditional distributivity are equivalent for these cases. It is remarkable that solutions appear involving not only strict -conorms but also ordinal sums of the maximum with a strict -conorm. Conversely, the distributivity of a -conorm over a uninorm is also studied leading only to already known solutions. Moreover, the dual case of distributivity and conditional distributivity involving uninorms and continuous -norms is also solved, proving again the equivalence of both kinds of distributivities.
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I. INTRODUCTION
O
NE OF THE open problems pointed out in the Linz2000 closing session (see [24] ) recalled by Klement is the so-called distributivity and conditional distributivity of a uninorm and a continuous -conorm. That is, for all and This problem is related to the so-called pseudoanalysis, where the structure of as vector space is replaced by the structure of semiring on any interval , denoting the corresponding operations as pseudoaddition and pseudomultiplication. In such a structure, the linear superposition principle used in solving linear PDE is generalized to a pseudolinear principle that allows to apply similar methods to nonlinear PDE (see, for instance, [4] , [10] , [20] - [22] ). In this context, -norms and -conorms have been frequently used to model the mentioned pseudo-operations and, more recently, also uninorms have been used (see [14] , [15] , and [21] ). Moreover, in the semiring structure the distributive property plays a fundamental role and in some generalizations, at least the conditional distributivity is essential. Unfortunately, distributivity of a -norm and a -conorm leads to the maximum -conorm, whereas conditional distributivity is solved in [5] (see also [14] ) and leads to the maximum or to an ordinal sum of maximum and a nilpotent -conorm, with an appropriated -norm. In this sense, the open problem stated by Klement is essential for further development of this theory.
On the other hand, since uninorms were introduced in [26] , they have proved to be useful not only in pseudoanalysis and decomposable measures, but also in many fields like aggregation, expert systems, neural networks, fuzzy systems modeling, measure theory, information measures, etc. This great quantity of applications has moved many authors to study uninorms by themselves from a theoretical point of view. Thus, several classes of uninorms have been studied and characterized, namely: Uninorms in and (see [11] ), almost continuous uninorms that include the representable ones (see again [11] ), idempotent uninorms (see [8] and [17] ), and finally, uninorms continuous in (see [12] ). Even some generalizations have already appeared like in [16] and [19] . Moreover, distributivity involving uninorms has been also studied for idempotent uninorms in [23] and for uninorms in and in [18] , whereas the case of a general uninorm with a continuous -conorm, as well as the conditional distributivity, is the above mentioned open problem. Moreover, distributivity (but not conditional distributivity) involving pseudo-operations has been also studied in [4] . There, given a pseudo-addition (a continuous -conorm), it is investigated which pseudo-multiplications are distributive over . Other related studies can be found in [6] , where distributivity is solved for other kind of operators, [2] where it is studied the -distributivity for Łukasiewicz triplets, [1] where such study is extended to De Morgan triplets and it is also solved the subdistributive property for this kind of operators, [25] where the distributivity is solved involving implication operators, and [3] where the previous work is completed with several related distributivities. This paper is precisely devoted to solve distributivity and conditional distributivity of a uninorm over a continuous -conorm for the four mentioned classes of uninorms. That is, for a given uninorm , it is investigated which -conorms are such that is conditional distributive (and distributive) over them, whenever is in or , or it is an idempotent uninorm, or it is almost continuous, or it is a uninorm continuous in . In this sense, the results presented here involving distributivity can be viewed as complementary to those proved in [4] , where the converse problem (given a continuous -conorm which pseudo-multiplications are distributive over ) is solved for Archimedean -conorms.
We prove that nontrivial solutions only appear for representable uninorms and for uninorms continuous in and that, in both cases, solutions involve strict -conorms, contrary to what happens for -norms where nontrivial solutions involve nilpotent -conorms. Through the study of the case of almost continuous uninorms we show that this class of uninorms coincides with the class of representable ones (in fact, this result can be derived from the characterization of uninorms continuous in of [12] , but we present here an independent proof). Moreover, from the obtained results we deduce that all the solutions of conditional distributivity are in fact totally distributive proving the equivalence between these two properties in our setting. The (conditional) distributivity of a -conorm over a uninorm is also solved in general obtaining as only solutions the ones already known in [18] . The dual case of distributivity and conditional distributivity between a uninorm and a continuous -norm is solved in last section. The proofs as well as the solutions in this case are similar to the case of -conorms.
Finally, let us note that pseudoanalysis has direct applications not only in measure theory and nonlinear PDE, but also in Information theory, system theory, and optimization (see, for instance, [21] ). The results in this paper show which uninorms can be used, jointly with a continuous t-conorm, as pseudo-operations in this context and, consequently, also in such applications. Moreover, uninorms, t-norms and t-conorms are operators frequently used as logical connectives for fuzzy sets, as well as in aggregation theory, for instance, in aggregation of fuzzy relations where the distributivity property can be of interest.
II. PRELIMINARIES
We assume the reader to be familiar with some basic notions concerning -norms and -conorms which can be found for instance in [14] (including the standard notation for ordinal sums of -norms and -conorms). Also, some results on uninorms in general and their structure, that will be used in the paper without further mention, can be found in [7] , [8] , [11] and [14] .
We will denote by the minimum -norm and by the maximum -conorm.
Definition 1: Let be a -norm and be a -conorm. Then we say that is distributive over if for all ,
and we say that is conditionally distributive over if (1) 
C. Almost Continuous
Before studying conditional distributivity of an almost continuous uninorm over a continuous -conorm, we prove that the classes of almost continuous and representable uninorms are the same. First, we prove some lemmas. Note that negation found in the proof of the previous proposition is unique and, from Theorem 4, it must be given by , where is a multiplicative generator of .
Next proposition proves that the classes of almost continuous uninorms and representable uninorms coincide. Again, this result could be derived from results on [12] (see also Theorem 5 in the preliminaries), but the proof presented here follows directly from the representation theorem of representable uninorms (Theorem 4). , by the previous proposition and consequently for some continuous -conorm . Moreover, since is conditionally distributive over , is also conditionally distributive over and then or is strict and its additive generator with is also a multiplicative generator of , by Theorem 7. Conversely, take and . We will see that is conditionally distributive over . We divide our proof in several cases, depending on the values of in (6).
• If then and or . Therefore, using that is increasing we have
• If
it is similar to the previous case.
• If and then and . We have
• If or then and there is nothing to prove.
• If then is given by , is given by and then (6) is satisfied again by Theorem 7. Then, is conditionally distributive over . The structure of a uninorm continuous in conditionally distributive over a -conorm is depicted in Fig. 3 . Now, we deal with uninorms in . i) . ii) There exists a strict -conorm such that its additive generator with is also a multiplicative generator of and . Proof: It is similar to the proof of Theorem 8. The structure of a uninorm continuous in conditionally distributive over a -conorm is depicted in Fig. 4 .
Remark 5: As a consequence of previous theorems, any uninorm continuous in is only conditionally distributive over two continuous -conorms:
and an ordinal sum. Next, all the results of this section are collected in the following theorem.
Theorem 10: Let be a uninorm with neutral element which either is idempotent, or is in , or is in , or is representable, or is continuous in , and be a continuous -conorm. The following statements are equivalent. i) is conditionally distributive over . ii) We have either one of the following cases. a) . b)
is strict and is representable, and if is the additive generator of satisfying , then is also a multiplicative generator of . we get that is distributive over .
Remark 6: Note that in the previous lemma is in fact an ordinal sum being and any -conorms (continuous or not). In Fig. 5 , the structure of general solutions can be viewed. 
VII. CONDITIONAL DISTRIBUTIVITY AND DISTRIBUTIVITY OF
A UNINORM AND A CONTINUOUS -NORM Definition 8: Let be a uninorm and be a -norm. Then we say that is distributive over if for all (10) and we say that is conditionally distributive over if (10) i) . ii) There exists a strict -norm with additive generator satisfying , being such that is also a multiplicative generator of , and . In Fig. 6 , solutions involving a uninorm in over a continuous -norm are depicted. A similar figure could be derived for uninorms in . To end this section we want to deal with the reverse distributivity, that is, distributivity of a -norm over a uninorm. In this case the proofs are again dual of those given for -conorms and we get the following general result without any assumption on continuity.
Theorem 16: Let be a -norm and be a uninorm. Then, is distributive over if and only if is idempotent, is in and is an ordinal sum of the form where is the neutral element of .
In Fig. 7 , the structure of general solutions can be viewed. 
